
 
RUNNING: entries now open for the second edition of the MYTHO Marathon - Sacile (PN), Sunday, October 

2nd 2022 

 

MYTHO MARATHON 2022: 

ENTRIES OPEN FOR THE  
FRIULI VENEZIA GIULIA MARATHON 

Entries are now being accepted for the three categories in the second edition of the MYTHO Marathon, 

taking place on Sunday, October 2nd next, in the province of Pordenone in Northern Italy:  MYTHO 

Marathon, MYTHO 10K Run and MYTHO Team Marathon. The event starts and finishes in the lovely town 
of Sacile but also takes in the prehistoric Palù di Livenza Pile Dwellings, which are a UNESCO World Heritage 

Site. Entries open at a discounted price from today, Tuesday, March 29th at this LINK.  

#mythomarathon #mymytho #mymarathon #mytho2022 

 

One marathon but endless emotions:  the MYTHO Marathon, which takes place on October 2nd next 

in Sacile in the province of Pordenone, Northern Italy, is officially opening its doors to anyone that 

wants to become part of the myth!  

 

 After the success of the debut edition in 

Cividale del Friuli, the MYTHO Marathon is 

now relishing the opportunity to do it all over 

again by enthusiastically replicating the only 

42.195-kilometre race in Friuli Venezia 

Giulia, approved by FIDAL and on the 

national calendar.   

A distillation of passion for running and a 

fantastic showcase for the local area, the 

event takes place on Sunday, October 2nd. 

This time out its GHQ is at Sacile in the 

province of Pordenone which will be home to 

the logistical side of the event.   

 
Carlo Spagnol, major of Sacile, which last year also played host to the Giro d’Italia, expressed his 

pleasure at the news:  «This is another great event coming to our town which is busy preparing to 

host the MYTHO Marathon 2022. Expectations are high: it looks set to be an unmissable day for 

sports lovers as well as a fantastic showcase for our local area. The organisational machine is in full 

swing and there is a lot to do to ensure we are ready to welcome this special sports event. I would 

like to thank all the organisers who are working so hard to ensure it is a success. It will be a unique 

opportunity for Sacile and the whole area». 

The MYTHOes, as the competitors are dubbed, will start from Sacile and then follow a circular route 

along the river Livenza as far as the Palù di Livenza Prehistoric Pile Dwelling site, which was declared 

a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 2011. The marathon runners will then traverse the municipalities 

of Caneva, Polcenigo (which is on the exclusive list of Italy’s Most Beautiful Villages) and 

Fontanafredda, before making their way back to Sacile again.   

 

https://join.endu.net/entry?edition=74153


HOW TO TAKE PART IN THE RACE AND BECOME ONE OF THE MYTHOes 

Finishers from the 2021 MYTHO Marathon edition will enjoy a discounted entry price of just 25 euro 

until the end of April to give them the chance to add to the first piece of the stylised Y on the medals 

handed out Cividale del Friuli, and to test their mettle once again on the classic distance in this 

second edition.   

Entries are open to all others runners at a 

discounted price of just 35 euro until the end 

of June. From July to the end of August, 

entries will be 40 euros and then from the 1st 

of September to the day of the event, they will 

rise to 50 euro.  There is also a promotion for 

groups of 10 that enter together for the Friuli 

Venezia Giulia marathon.   

The chance to get the second of the three 

pieces needed to complete the unique 

MYTHO medal is just around the corner: but 

only athletes that finish all three MYTHO 

Marathons will be awarded the MYTHO title. 

Runners competing for the first time this year will be able to complete their medal by racing in 2023  

at Aquileia and in 2024 at a still-to-be-decided location.   

 

ONE EVENT, THREE CHOICES 

The event is not just for marathon enthusiasts, however. Entries are also now open for the MYTHO 

10K Run at a discounted price of just 15 euro until the end of June, and also the MYTHO Team 

Marathon relay race for teams of four with each member running for 10 kilometres – entry remains 

at just 15 euro for it also until the end of June.   

 

Enter the MYTHO: entries open today, Tuesday, March 29th 2022:  

https://join.endu.net/entry?edition=74153 

 

For further information:  www.mythomarathon.it 
 

 
Organisation 
MYTHO MARATHON 
Via Europa Unita 96 
33031 Basiliano (UD) 
+39 3408161000 
info@mythomarathon.it 
www.mythomarathon.it 
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